Increasing robustness of bipolar pulse coding in Brillouin distributed fiber sensors.
The robustness of bipolar pulse coding against pump depletion issues in Brillouin distributed fiber sensors is theoretically and experimentally investigated. The presented analysis points out that the effectiveness of bipolar coding in Brillouin sensing can be highly affected by the power unbalance between -1's and + 1's elements resulting from depletion and amplification of coded pump pulses. In order to increase robustness against those detrimental effects and to alleviate the probe power limitation imposed by pump depletion, a technique using a three-tone probe is proposed. Experimental results demonstrate that this method allows increasing the probe power by more than 12.5 dB when compared to the existing single-probe tone implementation. This huge power increment, together with the 13.5 dB signal-to-noise enhancement provided by 512-bit bipolar Golay codes, has led to low-uncertainty measurements (< 0.9 MHz) of the local Brillouin peak gain frequency over a real remoteness of 100 km, using a 200 km-long fiber-loop and 2 m spatial resolution. The method is evaluated with a record figure-of-merit of 380'000.